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Figure 1: The OVRlap technique allows the user to perceive and spatially orient themselves simultaneously across multiple distinct and distant locations from a first-person perspective. It accomplishes this by overlaying multiple viewpoints on top of one another, with one active and opaque viewpoint (here, A) and multiple transparent and passive viewpoints (here, B, C, and D). The user can only interact in the active viewpoint.

ABSTRACT

We introduce OVRlap, a VR interaction technique that lets the user perceive multiple places at the same time from a first-person perspective. OVRlap achieves this by overlapping viewpoints. At any time, only one viewpoint is active, meaning that the user may interact with objects therein. Objects seen from the active viewpoint are opaque, whereas objects seen from passive viewpoints are transparent. This allows users to perceive multiple locations at once and easily switch to the one in which they want to interact. We compare OVRlap and a single-viewpoint technique in a study where 20 participants complete object-collection and monitoring tasks. We find that in both tasks, participants are significantly faster and move their head significantly less with OVRlap. We propose how the technique might be improved through automated switching of the active viewpoint and intelligent viewpoint rendering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Being in multiple places at the same time is a common theme in fiction. Examples range from classic literature (e.g., doppelgängers as in Dostoevsky’s *The Double* from 1846) to modern cinema (e.g., Dr. Strange’s multiplied selves in 2018’s *Avengers: Infinity War*). Conceptually, this allows us to see and engage with the world from
multiple locations simultaneously, something normally impossible. We propose that this impossibility can be realized in virtual reality (VR). This could aid in interactions that are difficult or complex in VR, such as navigating and acting in distinct and distant locations in larger virtual environments.

We introduce OVRlap, a VR interaction technique that allows the user to perceive multiple places at the same time by showing them the overlapping viewpoints of multiple avatars from a first-person perspective (Figure 1). Only one overlapping viewpoint is active at a time, indicated by its objects being opaque. The user can directly interact with the environment only from this viewpoint. The passive viewpoints are visible as semi-transparent shapes, spatially overlaid on top of the active viewpoint, allowing the user to always perceive objects at all viewpoint locations from a first-person perspective. The active viewpoint can be switched.

The OVRlap technique offers two novel benefits over existing techniques for interacting in multiple places in a large virtual environment. First, it allows the user to maintain a first-person perspective while perceiving and spatially orienting themselves in multiple distinct and distant locations. The preservation of the first-person perspective and the spatial relationship between the user and the environment stand in contrast to traditional techniques for perceiving multiple locations in a large environment, such as world-in-miniature [42] which distort the user’s perspective, or portals [23, 33] which distort space. Second, OVRlap allows a user to spatially orient themselves and begin to act and preemptively reach for objects in a location before arriving there. For example, the user can spot the relative location of an object on a table at a distant location and move their hand into position to interact with it, while at the same time switching through the available viewpoints to reach the location where the table is located. In traditional VR, using a technique such as teleportation [1, 6], the user must first navigate to the distant location before being able to accurately determine the relative location of the object and start moving their hand to interact with it. Together, we expect that these benefits will offer a significantly improved sense of spatial perception of multiple locations. This should be reflected in an improved ability to perform common VR interaction tasks that take place in large environments, such as locating or manipulating objects in distinct and distant locations.

We evaluate an implementation of OVRlap in an empirical study that examines the efficiency and usability of the technique, as well as its effects on presence and body ownership. Participants complete an object collection task and a monitoring task that involve interactions in four distinct locations in a VR environment. The tasks are completed using both OVRlap and a cycling technique where participants switch between the locations one at a time, as seen in traditional VR. We find that OVRlap significantly outperforms the cycling technique in completion time for either task. It similarly offers a significant reduction in physical motion of the user’s head. This suggests that the technique provides a significantly improved ability to perceive the four locations at once. However, participants switch the active viewpoint more times than is required to complete their task. The technique also offers comparable levels of presence, body ownership, usability to the control condition. Based on these findings, we discuss a number of future directions for the OVRlap concept and outline some of the concept’s limitations.

Our work introduces the concept of perceiving multiple distinct and distant locations at the same time from a first-person perspective through the use of overlapping viewpoints. We demonstrate that it is possible to meaningfully implement this concept in VR through the OVRlap technique, providing a novel form of perception across multiple locations that grants significant benefits in completion time and reduction of physical motion for object collection and monitoring tasks. We also demonstrate that it enables novel forms of interaction in an area that VR techniques have traditionally struggled with, such as navigation and interaction across long distances in larger environments. Altogether, we show that the impossible concept of perceiving multiple locations at once is not only possible in VR, but that it can offer benefits that are useful and enjoyable for the user.

2 RELATED WORK

We expect OVRlap to be useful for interacting in large VR environments by enabling an improved ability to see and spatially orient oneself in multiple distinct locations at once. We first discuss related techniques that allow navigation to distant location and then ones that map the control of the body to reach far distances for the purpose of interaction. We then discuss related techniques that join multiple locations or viewpoints together.

2.1 Moving to Distance for Interaction

There are a number of interaction techniques that allow the user to relocate themselves in a large virtual environment without needing to move physically. Such techniques often function by the user indicating a target location and then being transported there instantly [1]. A desktop example of this is Navidet, where a camera in a 3D space can be positioned by, for example, circling objects that the camera should center on [17]. In VR, two such examples are teleportation [6], where the user can indicate a target location in the environment that they are instantly transported to, or map dragging [8], where the user instead indicates their target location on a 2D map of the environment. The map metaphor is similar to the world-in-miniature concept (WIM) [42], where users can indicate a target location on a miniature 3D representation of the virtual environment with their hands [13], or even by stepping on it [26]. The teleportation concept has also been extended to context-appropriate metaphors [45], for example by moving a user through a library by rotating bookshelves or through an outdoor environment by having a bird carry them. However, because these teleportation-based approaches apply an instant or constant transition, which can be disorienting. Therefore, the users often experience difficulties in re-orienting themselves after the transition [6].

Instead of an instant or constant speed, previous work has suggested how the users can glide through an environment towards a target location at variable speeds [6] or follow a self-defined route [7]. Such gliding through the environment can help preserve the user’s spatial orientation [5, 7]. However, this is slower than instant transportation, and moving virtually but not physically often induces VR sickness [41].

OVRlap aims to overcome these pitfalls by overlaying views from distinct locations, and allowing the users to instantly change
the location in which they are interacting. This way, the users can maintain a first-person viewpoint to the environment and thereby continuously orient themselves with the environment across each location.

2.2 Interaction at a Distance
Another approach to interaction at distant locations are techniques that allow reaching there. One such body of work changes how the physical body is mapped to the virtual one. A classic example of this is the Go-go technique [34]. Go-go allows the user to move their hand to distant locations through a non-linear mapping function. The function maps the virtual hand location 1-to-1 with the physical hand near the body but when reaching the physical hand out, the virtual hand reaches exponentially further. One physical body or body part can also be mapped to multiple virtual ones. For example, it has been shown that users can experience body ownership over extra fingers [20], hands [10, 15], arms [16], or even whole bodies [19]. Another, more functional perspective has explored how a one-to-many mapping might improve interaction in VR. An example of this is Ninja Hands, in which a single physical hand is mapped to numerous distributed virtual hands for improved target selection at far distances [38]. It has also been demonstrated that in a balloon-popping task, users could be trained to use a third arm controlled by wrist rotations to be more efficient than with two arms [44]. In these approaches, the user’s perspective is not manipulated, but the control often is, such as by breaking the natural 1-to-1 mapping between the user’s body and their avatar to allow them to move beyond the reach of their physical space [32, 38]. As the perspective is not manipulated, a drawback here is that the use of the techniques is limited to distances where the users can still well see their objects of interest. A the control is manipulated, the use is limited to distances at which the mapping still allows interaction with precision.

Another class of techniques for interacting at a distance is to warp the space around the user to bring the desired locations within reach. Two key examples of this approach are the world-in-miniature [42], where the user can indicate objects and locations on a miniature model of the virtual environment; and the portal metaphor [23], where two distinct areas are spatially connected through a portal interface. A similar idea is to merge the concept of moving the user and allowing them to point by temporarily moving them to their pointing destination and back again [31]. Integrating portals with teleportation is also useful for redirecting users back towards the centre of their calibrated physical space [30]. This metaphor has also been extended to three dimensions, where spherical or cuboid segments of the environment can be linked, carried around, and manipulated [24, 33]. All of these techniques, however, require users to learn complex perspective- and space-warping metaphors.

OVRLap technique aims to overcome these limitations by maintaining a 1-to-1 mapping between user’s physical and virtual body, while retaining a near-distance view to the interaction space.

2.3 Multiplexing Distinct Views
The concept of multiplexing distinct locations or viewpoints has a small body of previous work. In 2D desktop interfaces, translucent layers have been used to layer windows [18], or zoomed and un-zoomed views of content such as maps [29], such that these different views share the same screen space. Saraji et al. [37] layered multiple distinct telepresence viewpoints on top of each with the user’s gaze used to disambiguate them and decide which one should be in focus. However, this work concerns only layering views in a window format. [21] multiplexes views in a first-person perspective, but so that a user sees other user’s viewpoints side-by-side to their own. This approach has also been used in data visualization, where geospatial data is visualized in multiplexed, side-by-side, or stacked windows in front of the user [40]. The approach of Armstrong et al. [2] and Fan et al. [14] relates more closely to OVRLap. In that approach a 360° video of the user’s physical environment was halved and the two halves were spatially overlaid and blended. However, these works do not concern interacting in the multiplexed locations.

OVRLap builds on such ideas on multiplexing viewpoints, but importantly, also allows interacting in those. It does so by allowing the user to passively see the many viewpoints from a classic first-person perspective, as well as changing between those to interact.

3 THE OVRLAP TECHNIQUE
The OVRLap technique allows a user to perceive multiple places at the same time from a first-person perspective. It does this by spatially overlapping viewpoints from these distinct locations on top of each other. It further features the concept of an active viewpoint, in which the user can interact, and one or more passive viewpoints. The key components of the technique are consequently (A) the functionality and representation of the overlapping viewpoints and (B) the mechanism for placing, removing, and switching viewpoints.

3.1 Function and Representation of Active and Passive Viewpoints
The key idea in OVRLap is to render viewpoints layered and fully overlapping on top of each other (Figure 2). The main benefit of this idea is that it allows a user to perceive visual elements and spatial relationships in multiple distinct and distant locations from a first-person perspective (Figure 4). To our knowledge, OVRLap is the first work to leverage the first-person viewpoint for multiple distinct locations with a focus on interaction. This allows a user to look around and spatially orient themselves in these multiple locations in the same manner as they would in traditional VR despite acting across distinct and distant locations.

In OVRLap, there is an active viewpoint and a number of passive viewpoints. Active and passive viewpoints are distinguished by their function and their representation.

Functionally, the main difference between the active and the passive viewpoints is that the user can only interact with objects in the active viewpoint. Though interactive objects in passive viewpoints are still visible, they cannot be interacted with. For example, the user can spot a ghostly apple on a table from a passive viewpoint, but while they can move their hand to the apple, it cannot be picked up and physics-related events will not be invoked by
the user’s touch. This allows the technique to function in complex scenarios, where there are multiple viewpoints that have many relevant and interactable objects. If objects in all viewpoints could be interacted with, this would cause issues with disambiguation when multiple objects in different viewpoints occupy the same space relative to the user. However, while the user can only interact in the active viewpoint, a key concept of OVRlap is that the user moves simultaneously and synchronously in all viewpoints at all times. This allows novel interactions such as preemptively reaching for an object in a passive viewpoint before and while switching to it (Figure 3).

The active and passive viewpoints are represented differently. Objects in the active viewpoint are opaque, while objects in passive viewpoints are transparent. This distinction serves two purposes. First, by making the active viewpoint opaque and solid, the technique takes advantage of users’ existing VR experience. Usually in VR, the environment we act in is opaque, which makes it intuitive to interact with opaque objects. Second, by having passive viewpoints be transparent and ghostly, it is easier to layer multiple passive viewpoints on top of one another while retaining the ability to tell distinct objects apart.

A more advanced representation of passive viewpoints can introduce some notion of ranking, with higher-ranked viewpoints being less translucent than lower ranked ones (as in [29]). Further, it would be possible to have a partial overlap, with specific objects from different viewpoints being brought into focus. Lastly, the opacity of objects could be determined by their function in the VR experience. For example, if a wall in front of the user is not important to the user’s interaction, it could have a lower opacity to allow objects that are spatially located behind it to be visible.

3.2 Placing, Removing, and Switching Viewpoints

The OVRlap technique features viewpoints from multiple overlapping locations, of which only one is active. Therefore, there has to
be a mechanism for placing and removing viewpoints, as well as for switching the active viewpoint.

We propose two hypothetical approaches to placing a viewpoint: As part of the design of the environment, or manually by the user. It is already common for VR designers to designate specific locations as target destinations for navigation techniques. For example, many VR experiences feature designated target spots where teleportation is allowed. By extending this to OVRlap, the designer can designate relevant locations within a scene where a viewpoint should be generated for the user.

The other approach is to have the user manually generate and remove these viewpoints. For example, the user navigates an environment through traditional means of navigation, such as teleportation [1, 6]. When they have reached a location they would like to be able to see from or quickly access in the future, they can then generate a viewpoint at this location through a button press. Similarly, users can have the option to remove a viewpoint that they no longer want to use, or to archive it in such a way that it is not displayed, but can be brought back later (similar to the way portals can be stored in Foros [33]). Viewpoint generation can also be automated. This way, the application automatically generates viewpoints at locations where users interact a lot, allowing them to easily perceive and return to the locations that are most relevant for interaction. The process of viewpoint removal may similarly be automated, such that viewpoints that have gone unused for a longer period of time are automatically removed or archived.

We also propose two hypothetical approaches to switching between viewpoints: Manual and automatic. In a manual switching approach, users can switch by manual input, for example by pressing the thumbstick on a controller left or right. The switching order of the viewpoints may be based by natural features of the environment. For example, in a long hallway, switching can move you to the closest viewpoint in front or behind you. In a large open environment, switching can attempt to cycle through the avatars in a clockwise pattern. A manual approach has the advantage of familiarity, as users are used to navigating longer distances in virtual environments using controller input, such as through teleportation [1, 6].

In an automatic switching approach, an algorithm determines the most likely interaction target for the user. For example, this algorithm can be based on a predictive model of interaction intent. Relevant features for such a model can be derived from the user’s hands or gaze. We expand this concept in the discussion based on the results from our study (see Section 6.2).

The biggest question for the technique is whether it is possible for users to perceive multiple overlapping viewpoints simultaneously. We next evaluate that in our user study.

4 STUDY

The purpose of the study is to evaluate how the OVRlap technique and its use of overlapping viewpoints affect performance and subjective experience in tasks where a user has to act in multiple distinct and distant locations. We do so by comparing it to a more traditional technique for being in VR, which is seeing a single view at a time. Participants complete an object collection task and a monitoring task using these techniques. This study design follows the guidelines for evaluation and manipulation of objects in VR outlined by Bergström et al. [4].

4.1 Design

The study uses a within-subjects design. The independent variable is interaction technique, with two levels: the OVRlap technique with its overlapping viewpoints, and a cycling technique where the participant cycles through the same viewpoints, one at a time. The study consists of two tasks: An object collection task and a monitoring task. The order of both the interaction techniques and the tasks are counter-balanced across participants, so that each interaction technique is used in turn, and the order of the tasks is not changed during the experiment.

In the first task, the participant collects a total of 32 coins (4 coins × 8 trials). In the second task, the participant selects a total of 50 discs. This is repeated for each technique, for a total of 64 observations in the object collection task, and 100 observations in the monitoring task. These numbers were chosen to reach an average of 12 minutes of usage per technique, based on a pilot study. This duration is intended to be long enough to counteract training effects and allow participants to familiarize themselves with a technique before being prompted to evaluate it in subjective questionnaires. The total duration of the experiment, including setup and questionnaire responses, was approximately one hour.
Figure 5: Bird’s-eye view of the study environment. It is an outdoor environment with four distinct landmark locations: Outside a house (A), some ruins (B), a cemetery (C), and by a wood chopping station (D). There is a viewpoint at each location.

4.2 Virtual Environment

The participant uses the OVRLap and cycling techniques to switch between four viewpoints. The viewpoints are placed at distinct and distant locations in the scene. The scene is an outdoor environment approximately 100 m across containing objects such as a house, trees, rocks, and stumps (Figure 5), all with low-resolution textures and low-polygon meshes.

We choose to evaluate an OVRLap implementation of four overlapping viewpoints since this is a similar number of layered or multiplied viewpoints (e.g., three [37] or four [21] for telepresence data and four for geospatial data [40]). The locations of the viewpoints were chosen so that they are near distinct landmarks where interaction could naturally occur, such as where objects could lay. For each task, the forward direction of each avatar is adjusted such that the participant would need to rotate their body to face all the objects. The participant manually switches between viewpoint locations by pressing the joystick left or right.

4.3 Tasks

There are two tasks in the study: object collection and monitoring.

4.3.1 Object collection. In object collection, participants need to pick four coins and place those in a chest. This task is chosen to represent object manipulation wherein the user needs to locate, pick, and move objects from one location to another, distant, location (Figure 6).

A set of four coins are placed on plausible surfaces, such as on tree stumps, rocks, or on the ground. They are all placed within arm’s reach from the four viewpoints. The placement of the coins is systematically randomized so that each of the four viewpoints has an equal total number of coins in the reach, but that in each trial, the number of coins at any given viewpoint can vary from one to all four. This randomization is constant across techniques and participants.

At one viewpoint is a chest. The participant must pick up each coin in turn and place it into the chest. The user picks up the coins by touching them with spherical colliders around their avatar’s hands (10 cm diameter) and pressing and holding the trigger on the controller. One trial consists of placing four coins into the chest. Only one coin can be picked up and moved at a time. If a coin is not within the chest or picked up again within 5 seconds of being released, it gets removed and logged as an error. This is to avoid edge cases where the participant accidentally throws a coin out of reach. Once all coins are placed, the task is reset and a new trial begins, for a total of eight trials. Between trials, the chest is moved to a fixed random spot at a 90° angle on a circle around one of the avatar, and the placement of each coin is changed, to reset the participant’s spatial memory.

4.3.2 Monitoring. In monitoring, the participants need to hit a moving disc. This task is chosen to represent object selection wherein the use needs to locate a moving object and point at it to select it (Figure 7).

In the task, a flat disc (50cm radius) will appear at one of the viewpoints at a time. The disc is vertically oriented, facing the viewpoint. The disc flies along a figure-8 trajectory, with the diameter of each of the two circles in the figure-8 trajectory being 2m. The trajectory also faces the viewpoint. The trajectories are centered two meters away and up from the viewpoint on one of four 90° increments around the viewpoint. These trajectories are designed to ensure a wide variety of potential positions for the discs. The disc moves forward on its trajectory at a speed of 1 m/s.

The participant has a thin ray pointing out in a straight line from their right hand. The participant is tasked with changing their viewpoint to one at the location closest to the disc, pointing the ray at the disc as quickly as possible, and pulling the trigger on their controller. On a success, another disc appears at a random viewpoint and orientation, starting at a random point on the figure-8 trajectory. This randomization is constant across techniques and participants.

4.4 Dependent Measures

We use measures of performance and subjective user experience to evaluate the interaction techniques. As performance measures, we include trial duration, accuracy, and error rate.

In the object collection task, a trial is defined as the time it takes to collect and place all four coins in the chest. In the monitoring task, a trial is defined as the time between selecting one disc and selecting the next.
We measure accuracy for each task, defined as the number of perspective switches used during a trial. We also measure the error rate for the two tasks, with an error in the monitoring task defined as clicking the button while not pointing at the target disc, and an error in the object collection task defined as releasing a coin without placing it in the chest within 5 seconds and without picking it up again.

We also measure how much the participant moves their head within each trial as an expression of physical motion, which the OVRlap technique should ideally reduce due to its improved overview.

To investigate the subjective experience and potential costs of using the technique, we include three measures. The technique introduces visual and conceptual complexity. It overlays multiple viewpoints and the user might see other instances of themselves at a distance based on the relative location of these viewpoints. This might affect both the user’s sense of being in a place from the overlapping locations, their sense of body ownership from seeing mirrored selves. The complexity might also affect the user’s overall experience of usability. Consequently, we assess presence, body ownership, and usability after each technique. We assess presence using the IPQ presence questionnaire [35], based on recommendations from recent work on measuring presence within VR environments [39]. We measure subjective usability using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [3, 9]. Lastly, to measure body ownership we use the VEQ body ownership questionnaire extended from Roth & Latoshik [36].

4.5 Apparatus
The display used for the study is the Oculus Quest or Oculus Quest 2. The Oculus Quest has a display resolution of 1440 × 1600 per eye and a 72 Hz refresh rate. The Oculus Quest 2 has a display resolution of 1832 × 1920 per eye and ran at a 72 Hz refresh rate. The displays have a horizontal field of view of around 90°, but can vary by a few degrees based on subjective factors such as each user’s head shape, display adjustment, and interpupillary distance settings.

The software for the study was implemented using the Unity engine (version 2019.4). The blending effect for the OVRlap technique was achieved by generating multiple instances of the environment and providing offsets for each instance’s position and rotation to match the user’s intended location and forward direction in that instance. To implement viewpoint switching, a non-transparent shader was applied to render materials in the active environment instance and a transparent shader was applied to renderer materials in the passive instances. Physics collision events were controlled such that objects in each environment instance could only collide with other objects in that instance.

4.6 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (1 female), age range 19–52, mean = 27.3, SD = 8.32. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the study was run remotely and recruitment took place on Reddit, within the /r/OculusQuest subreddit, where users were likely to have a compatible VR display. Participants were required to have access to an Oculus Quest or Oculus Quest 2 HMD. 7 participants used the Quest, and 13 participants used the Quest 2. Consequently, participants were likely to have prior experience with VR. Participants were compensated for their time with the equivalent of €20.

4.7 Procedure
In the invitation to the study, each participant was instructed to clear an hour of time, ensure that their display was fully charged, and create an isolated indoor physical environment with no external interruptions and at least 1 meter of cleared space in all directions when standing. They were additionally instructed to create a stationary physical boundary calibration for the display and instructed to remain within it during the study, meaning no locomotion was required beyond turning and leaning. Further, the participant was provided with instructions on how to install the study software on their HMD. At the start of the study, the participant was presented with an informed-consent form and was unable to proceed until agreeing to it.

The participant was then presented with a training task for their first technique. The training task took place in the study’s virtual environment. It had four buttons located on tables at such a distance that the participant had to use all of four viewpoints in the environment to accomplish the task by pressing each button. After completing the training task, an overview of the environment was presented, with the locations of the participant’s viewpoints highlighted by red markers; this was explained in a text box. Then, the participant was presented with instructions for their first task, and asked to complete this task. After the first task, the participant completed their second task.

Upon completion of the second task, the participant was immediately presented with the questionnaires, which were completed one at a time. The user was moved to a randomly chosen viewpoints (constant between participants), but the rest of the environment was frozen. This process was then repeated for the other technique. Upon completion of the study, the participant was instructed in how to extract the data files from their HMD and where to upload them. After receiving the participant’s data, the experimenter provided them with a gift card to the Steam store worth €20.

5 RESULTS
This section describes the outcome of the study. We discard outliers, defined as trials that take longer than 3 minutes for either task. We take these to represent the user taking a break or being distracted,
which violates the instructions they were presented with. There was a total of 3 such outliers in the monitoring task, and 2 in the object collection task.

5.1 Completion time

Completion time is the time it took for a participant to complete a trial successfully. In the monitoring task, a trial is the time it takes for a participant to locate the target, point it, and press the trigger. In the object collection task, a trial is the time it takes to locate a set of four coins and place them in the chest, one at a time. Figure 8 shows the mean completion time for either task. Mean completion times for the monitoring task were 7.24 seconds for the cycling technique, and 4.33 seconds for the OVRLap technique. Mean completion times for the object collection task were 74.46 seconds for the cycling technique, and 48.23 seconds for the OVRLap technique. We used an aligned rank transform for non-parametric factorial analyses [43] (ART analysis) to evaluate the effects of technique on completion time. The ART analysis showed a significant effect of technique on completion time in both the monitoring task ($F_{1,19} = 28.72, p < .01$) and object collection task ($F_{1,19} = 24.69, p < .01$).

Participants were significantly faster in either task with the OVRLap technique, showing the benefit of its improved overview.

5.2 Switching

A switch is the event of changing the active viewpoint. In the study, this is manually invoked by the user pressing the thumbstick on their controller either left or right. The four viewpoints are arranged in a randomized circular list, so that the first element links to the last. Figure 9 shows the mean switch count for either task. The mean switch counts were 5.62 for the cycling technique and 4.02 for the OVRLap technique in the monitoring task, and 19.47 for the cycling technique and 17.54 for the OVRLap technique in the object collection task. An ART analysis showed a significant effect of technique on switch count in the monitoring task ($F_{1,19} = 43.51, p < .01$), but not in the object collection task ($F_{1,19} = 1.86, p = .24$).

These results indicate that participants switched more than they needed to with OVRLap. This is most clear in the monitoring task, the highest number of switches for any given trial should be two: The longest path from one viewpoint to any other viewpoint in a circular list of four elements is two. Even though OVRLap has a lower switch count than the cycling technique, it is still higher than it needs to be, indicating that participants either overshoot in their switches or cycle the long way around. Together, these data suggest that the technique can be improved by reducing the number of switches.

5.3 Errors

In the object collection task, there was a total of 63 errors, for an error rate of 5.04%. Of these, 39 happened while using the OVRLap technique. In the monitoring task, there was a total of 97 errors, for an error rate of 4.85%. Of these, 49 happened while using the OVRLap technique. These data indicate that participants understood the tasks and that the OVRLap technique did not significantly increase the error rate.

5.4 Physical Motion

Physical motion is the distance moved by the user’s head in each trial. This is sampled at a rate of 10 Hz based on the in-engine transform position of the HMD. For reference, rotating around oneself with the HMD horizontally leveled averaged to 0.93 m of motion in the study setup. Figure 10 shows the mean head motion exerted for either task and technique. Mean head motion exerted in the monitoring task was 10.15 m for the cycling technique, and 8.86 m for the OVRLap technique. Mean head motion exerted in the object collection task was 107.94 m for the cycling technique,
Table 1: Results for presence (IPQ), usability (SUS), and body ownership (VEQ) questionnaires for either condition. SUS scores have a range of 0-100, whereas the other scores are on a 7-point Likert scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>Cycling Mean</th>
<th>Cycling SD</th>
<th>Overlap Mean</th>
<th>Overlap SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence (IPQ)</td>
<td>General Presence</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experienced Realism</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial Presence</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability (SUS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Ownership (VEQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>66.62</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and 10.46 m for the Overlap technique. An ART analysis showed a significant effect of technique on head motion in the monitoring task ($F_{1,19} = 28.77, p < .001$), as well as in the object collection task ($F_{1,19} = 43.12, p < .001$).

These data indicate that with Overlap, participants move as little as they have to. For the monitoring task, this means turning their head around once to spot the target. For the object collection task, this means looking down and around once to spot the coins and the remainder of the motion coming from moving the coins into the chest. This is an immensely significant gain over having to individually check each location for coins and targets.

5.5 Questionnaire Data

The questionnaire results are summarized in Table 1.

We ran pairwise T-tests with Bonferroni correction to identify significant differences between the Overlap and cycling technique conditions. No significant differences were found for general presence ($p = .93$) or any IPQ subscales. While Overlap ranks above the average for the SUS scale (which is 68 on a scale of 0-100) and the cycling condition ranks slightly below it, the difference between them was not significant ($p = .18$). There was similarly no significant difference in the VEQ body ownership scores ($p = .82$).

6 DISCUSSION

The results from the study show that the Overlap concept brings significant benefits in two different tasks. We found a significant reduction in task completion time and physical motion exerted by the user’s head during each task. Further, we found comparable levels of presence, body ownership, and usability for the technique. Lastly, users switched the active perspective more times than is required to complete the tasks.

6.1 The Influence of Environment and Viewpoint Count

The study results show that the technique performed well in two tasks in one environment with four viewpoints. Other environments and viewpoint counts might affect the performance of the technique.

The implementation of the technique used in the study will likely translate poorly to certain types of environments. In visually complex environments that strive for realistic graphics and with many virtual objects, it will be more difficult to distinguish overlapping objects from different viewpoints due to visual occlusion. In an environment with lower visual complexity, more viewpoints can be distinguished. A visually complex environment can also support fewer viewpoints. However, even in a environment such as the one used in the study, there is an upper limit to the number of viewpoints that can be generated before the locations become difficult to distinguish (see Figure 11). The representation component of the technique can be adjusted to better accommodate different types of environments.

The representation component of a viewpoint can be changed to intelligently filter the content instead of naïvely overlaying all objects from each viewpoint. Building on data visualization concepts such as sampling lenses [12], a viewpoint could include only those virtual objects that are relevant for interaction, such as objects that can be selected and manipulated. While this would negatively affect the ability to spatially orient oneself in the environment, it would preserve the ability to preemptively orient oneself for interaction.

Another approach to allow for visually complex environments or higher viewpoint counts could be to introduce a rank-order version of the technique. In a rank-order version, the level of opacity for a viewpoint is not static or binary, but changes gradually based on the computed usefulness of the viewpoint (similar to [29]). For example, an algorithm could infer a user’s intent to interact in a given viewpoint, similar to what is proposed for automated switching (see Section 6.2). That viewpoint could be given a higher opacity.

![Figure 11: Visual complexity from increasing the number of viewpoints from four to eight (left) or sixteen (right). There is a limit to the number of viewpoints that can meaningfully be overlaid with our implementation of the technique.](image-url)
than others, with only the completely opaque viewpoint retaining the properties of an active viewpoint.

6.2 Improving Viewpoint Switching

In the study, participants switched the active viewpoint by pressing a joystick on their controller either left or right. That switched between the four viewpoints arranged in a randomized circular list. Our data indicate that despite general performance improvements, participants switched more times than they need to accomplish their tasks. Thus, this suggests that improving the method for switching the active perspective might lead to even greater performance improvements.

Based on our switching data, we suggest to reduce the number of switches with automated switching to improve the technique. This would further allow the technique to function without the use of controllers in hand-tracking based VR experiences. A hypothetical approach to such an automated switching model could rank each viewpoint based on the likelihood that it is the one that a user would like to interact with. The viewpoint with the best fit would then be active. Here, we discuss features we propose to be relevant for a hypothetical model for automated switching, as illustrated in Figure 12 and 13.

One set of proposed features for determining interaction intent uses the user’s hands. For out-of-reach objects, gestures such as pointing or circling [17] of objects could be used to express the user’s intended viewpoint. For objects in the user’s reach, the active viewpoint may be based on a hand’s proximity to interactable objects in each given environment. Beyond proximity, other relevant hand features are the direction in which the user is moving their hand, its current velocity, as well as the state of its fingers (e.g., reaching, grasping, closed). In case multiple objects in distinct viewpoints overlap spatially, a simple UI switch that the user can touch might allow users to make the disambiguation of which object they wish to interact with (for example, see Figure 14).

Another set of proposed features uses gaze tracking. Here, the user’s gaze tracking point can be used to infer interaction intent (as in [37], where it used to disambiguate between multiple telepresence layers). However, objects that spatially overlap from different viewpoints would be difficult to distinguish from a simple gaze tracking point. For this reason, it would be useful to draw on gaze dynamics such as fixation detection and gaze velocity, which have been shown to be useful in predicting a user’s intent to interact [11]. It is, however, unclear how these features translate to two spatially overlapping objects. A similar disambiguation method as for hands could be used, where if fixation is detected for two overlapping objects, the objects are spatially segmented, allowing the user to quickly gaze at the one they wish to interact with (see Figure 14).

6.3 Limitations and Future Work

In addition to the proposed hypothetical improvements to the technique discussed in Section 6.1 and 6.2, this subsection outlines a number of limitations of our work and future directions for the OVRlap technique. While we expected the technique to outperform
the control condition in completion speed and physical motion, the comparable levels of subjective measures are surprising. We reason this could be due to the sampling of users, who were experienced VR users from a VR forum and might be prone to excitement about novel forms of interacting in VR. It is also possible that the limited sample size for the subjective data could affect the significance of those results.

A conceptual feature of the OVRlap technique is that, based on viewpoint placement, users might see additional instances of their avatar-selves at a distance, moving synchronously. It is likely that this might influence the user’s sense of body ownership, and it certainly could be used to systematically manipulate components of embodiment [22]. For example, we expect that this could be used to influence the sense of self-location, since it has been shown that it is malleable and can be manipulated towards avatars viewed from a third-person perspective given synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation [27, 28]. Further, a broader question is that if the user experiences a comparable sense of body ownership with OVRlap, as our findings suggest, then which avatar-self or selves do they feel this sense towards? Is it the avatar in the active viewpoint, the ones they see at a distance, or a context-dependent mix of these? A future study could systematically compare how different counts and placements of OVRlap selves affects ownership through the visible presence of additional avatars.

Although a main benefit of the OVRlap technique is the ability to spatially orient oneself in multiple environments at once, we did not specifically measure its effects on spatial memory. For example, it would be interesting to measure the users’ ability to reconstruct the virtual space after using the technique, compared against other techniques that break the first-person perspective to present an overview of the virtual environment, such as WIM [13, 42].

The evaluation of the technique in this paper used pre-determined viewpoint placements. Future work could explore the ability to navigate through placement and manipulation of OVRlap viewpoints. One approach could extend WIM [42] by visualizing previews of viewpoint placements on a 3D miniature of the environment (similar to [13]). The technique could also extend teleportation [6], and an OVRlap viewpoint could be used to have a first-person preview of the teleportation target. This would allow precision teleportation to distant objects, as the user would be able to look around to orient themselves around their teleportation target before actually teleportation. Further, it would allow teleportation through solid and opaque objects such as walls or rocks, which typically has been impossible as the user would not be able to know where they would end up.

In our study, participants were instructed to remain within a stationary boundary calibration and the tasks were designed to be completed without locomotion. Participants would only turn and lean. It is possible that walking through an environment with many active OVRlap viewpoints would influence the sense of VR sickness [25, 41] due to the addition of vection and navigating through numerous objects from multiple viewpoints. While our study did not investigate VR sickness due to its stationary nature, future implementations of OVRlap that feature locomotion should consider this. It is theoretically possible to integrate other senses than the visual into the OVRlap concept, which can be explored in future work. For example, using spatialized audio cues from different viewpoint locations can likely add to the ability to distinguish them. A more complex sensory integration is haptics, by adding different strengths of haptic feedback as the user touches active and inactive objects. The strength of the haptic feedback can be tied to the viewpoint’s opacity. Similarly, if the viewpoints are ordered by an algorithm, for example as proposed for automatic switching (Figure 13 and 12), haptic stimuli could be a way for a user to ‘feel’ how active a passive object that they are touching is. A haptics integration should investigate how an object that is ‘there’, but not quite – such as a passive OVRlap viewpoint – should feel.

7 CONCLUSION

We have introduced OVRlap, a technique that allows users to perceive multiple distinct and distant locations at once from a first-person perspective by rendering multiple layered viewpoints on top of each other. To enable meaningful interaction, only one of many viewpoints is active at any time and interaction is only possible in this active viewpoint.

We evaluated the technique in a study where it is compared against a control condition where the user sees only one viewpoint at a time, as in traditional VR. We find that the technique offers a significant reduction in completion time and physical motion exerted by the user’s head in an object collection task and a monitoring task in a sample outdoor environment with four distinct locations. Further, the technique affords comparable results for presence, body ownership, and usability measures.

We discussed how these promising initial findings can inform future versions of the technique by exploring the relationship between the visual complexity of the environment and the number of generated viewpoints, and how the switching functionality for the active viewpoint might be improved through automatization. Altogether, our work suggests that a significantly improved overview and interaction space for distinct and distant locations can be achieved by letting a user perceive and spatially orient in such locations at the same time.
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